Preston, Yeager in Run-Off Election Today

732 Votes Cast; No Majority

Music, Marshmallows Dominate Nominations

“In have you or have you not been marketing drugs, that is selling them to other students?”... "Have you ever sold drugs?”... "Have you ever sold drugs?”... "Does this statement remain true for you?”...

Salisch Warnings of ‘Drug Bust’ Danger; Tull Calls for New Policy Statement

Open Hearings on Drugs Scheduled for Next Week

Over $200 Tuition Rise Anticipated
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*After you have not been marketing drugs, that is selling them to other students?... "As far as I am concerned, this statement remains true for me.”...

Salisch Warnings of ‘Drug Bust’ Danger; Tull Calls for New Policy Statement

Open Hearings on Drugs Scheduled for Next Week

Over $200 Tuition Rise Anticipated
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Connecticut's Babylon

by Josh Philip Kupferberg

Probable the most striking little story that was told to us, when we were children, was of the Tower of Babel. At least the Bible and Bible scholars alike, unthinkingly, wondered why the Tower had to be destroyed. Many workers fell to their death, but the people of Babel allowed the destruction for this irrecoverable loss. On the other hand, if a brick should fall, the whole edifice would collapse. The scholars that told this legend, explained, that the tower was to be destroyed because material property was valued over human life.

A shocking parallel has developed today in our cities. We are witnessing the accumulation and destruction of property to such an extent that many people, including some of our own peers, would, without hesitation, kill to protect their own goods. This brings to mind an older era, when a poor prophet was executed, not in religious persecution, but in an attempt to prevent "a dangerous upheaval among the impoverished masses of Jerusalem, who might stage a great 'destroying-riot'." Does this sound familiar to us? And the greatest moral lessons taught by that poor prophet, Jesus Christ, Intellectually, are lost for most of us without even noticing, and would be crucified again should he reappear in America today. Why, no matter how good a man, Mr. Kennedy and Martin Luther King, I think, would be crucified without arguing theology, that the notion of one's property being more valuable than another's life is un-Christian, un-Jewish and un-American.

When the Puritan founders of this country, came across the sea to establish a "new Jerusalem" they brought with them the idea of liberty. That seed has sprouted and grown and spread in our fertile American soil until it became what we are today, that the property stands in our social thinking. The seed I speak of is the English Common Law, a legal system which places the right to property above the right to life. Property is the mother of law. This legal system has governed the growth of our cities, and Hartford, marked in its "crades of Puritanism" can claim no exception. How then is it possible that the capital of our nation, the official state of our country, is a city, in which the course of urban renewal, has in the past chosen to rehabilitate the lives of the people, after all are lost. The common law will back this point to the hill. One can only wonder whether Constitution Plaza is a genuine urban improvement or simply, a "Tower of Babel," a physical and mental barrier between Hartford's North End and the rest of the city. It has to destroy the property of the urban rich to erect a symbol of the lives of the urban poor.

I think history has taught us that such towers cannot long stand. Constitution Plaza is already built, but the people of Hartford can do something better than wait for it to fall upon their heads. As we remember from the little story, the destruction of the Tower was not a question of height; it was a question of attitude. The changing of attitudes, however, can be much more monumental than building in brick or stone, especially when they are so fixed. I recently read that the leaders of the nation (we shall name none) describe the neighborhood dealt with a disturbance in his city, "Some Black and Puerto Ricans in Beacon Hill, and well," be excommunicated with a satisfied chuckle, "we just hustled a few heads and they didn't come down. You have to have an attitude which must be changed before our "Towers of Babel" topple and fall, otherwise there would be no solutions whatsoever to our problems. What is the right man? The right man is the right man, we just hustled a few heads and they didn't come down. You have to have an attitude which must be changed before our "Towers of Babel" topple and fall, otherwise there would be no solutions whatsoever to our problems. What is the right man? The right man is the right man, we just hustled a few heads and they didn't come down. You have to have an attitude which must be changed before our "Towers of Babel" topple and fall, otherwise there would be no solutions whatsoever to our problems.

KING RICHARD THE TRICKY

[Cartoon by Nick Read.]
Despite ROTS's Size, Brubaker More Hopeful

Despite this year's low AFROTC enrollment, Major Richard R. Brubaker, Director of the AFROTC Program at Trinity, does not anticipate that the program will be discontinued.

Brubaker said that only fourteen men and five women are enrolled in the program this year. Although the general anti-war attitude had had a bearing on the interest in the program, Brubaker attributes the low enrollment largely to last year's attempts to abolish the AFROTC programs at the College.

According to Brubaker, the College should graduate at least ten men and five women from the AFROTC program every year. If the number drops below this figure, the Air Force will allow the College two years to raise the enrollment. If the College is unable to do so, the Air Force may consider discontinuing the program. He added, however, that since the Air Force has an abundance of AFROTC graduates, there is little reason to expect the program to be discontinued even though enrollment drops below the normally required figure.

Brubaker said that no special recruitment efforts are being made. According to Brubaker, it is up to the various College factions to establish a relationship with the Air Force and if interest is shown, the College may be allowed to continue the program.
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... with her husband's life...
Gridders to Face PMC
In Parents' Weekend Clash

The pressure will be on the Varisty Football squad when they meet the Middlesex Colleges team tomorrow. The Bantams are seeking to improve upon their 1-2-1 record, however they haven't played particularly well in any game this season. The worst record for varsity football under Coach Don Miller thus far has been 0-1-0, so the Bantams surely don't want to drop another game.

The Bantams have now intended (in 1962). Actually the est scoring tie game ever played that the Trinity football squad didn't merit recognition by PLAYBOY in just view". This can now be dismissed

What A Bringdown. Mike James makes a crucial tackle, and is about to be aided by Peter Meacham (75), and Jim Graves (30).

The Cockpit

National Recognition Achieved
by Michael Gibby

At the beginning of the season, Sheldon Crosby, in a moment of

What a difference a week makes. Mike James, normally an offensive player, and previously a solid District 1A defender, scored the game-winning goal for the Bantams in a thrilling 2-1 victory over Holy Cross. The win not only secured a share of the Landmark Conference championship but also earned James the distinction of being named to the All-Conference First Team. The Bantams' defense, anchored by James and fellow seniors John Smith and Mark Taylor, allowed only two goals all season, propelling Trinity to its first conference title in over a decade.

Ham and Yeggs

by the Syndicate

The witching season is upon us, with the New England coastlines or the Flying Dutchmen. In our day we will pick the nights. Bridgeport 24 - Buffalo 17

Miss Violet Black again picks red over green. The crew of the W.S. Black won't be grey, the Cardinals will fit in. Unfortunately, such was the case in last Tuesday's issue, and Mr. Don's 'witty' consideration.

The Buffalo will go to the wire. The Owls will win. Chicago 19 - Northwestern 17

The Son of David will smite the Infidels. The Son of Dick J. will not be grey,> the Cardinals will fit in. Unfortunately, such was the case in last Tuesday's issue, and Mr. Don's 'witty' consideration.

These then are those champion teams: the Football team that has yet to win this season. The worst for six straight periods, the team's defeat. Coach Shults felt that "this was one of the better Williams teams that Trinity has ever faced." The Williams team had a particularly tough defense and "were able to hold the Bantams scoreless," including leading scorer Koro Salih who had tallied five goals in the team's first two games. Coach Shults noted that Williams had adequate practice due to the Coffin Ferry being a contributing factor in the game.

Against an uncannloysly tough' Williams' squad, Trinity started out well and held a 2-0 halftime lead thanks to two goals by Koro Salih and one by Jim Whittal. However, Williams did suffer a setback in the second half as Springfield scored three goals to win the game. The contest was even throughout and might have had a different outcome had Trinity not failed to capitalize on a number of scoring opportunities, including two penalty kicks.

Shutmen Suffer Two Losses;
Meet Coast Guard Tomorrow
by Joel Strogoff

After an opening game victory over MIT, the Freshman soccer feats at the hands of Springfield have not been particularly well in any game this season. The worst record for varsity football under Coach Don Miller thus far has been 0-1-0, so the Bantams surely don't want to drop another game.
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